Solid assembly meshing has all of the same "dirty geometry" induced issues as single part meshing but also has the difficulty associated with generating a conformal mesh between solids where solid-solid interfaces are not obvious. Mesh generators usually don't have CAD assembly constraint information to identify interfacing solids and must therefore rely on geometric proximity to deduce these interactions. "Slop" in the positioning and alignment of parts in the assembly makes automatically discovering the interfaces and generating a conformal mesh at the interfaces very difficult. Most of the efforts in this area resort to some sort of discrete representation to deal with these issues losing the capability to do further solid modeling engine operations often necessary for all-hexahedral meshing. This paper presents a method for defining the non-manifold interfaces between volumes in an assembly required for generating a conformal mesh while maintaining the original solid modeling engine format.
Introduction
Conformal assembly meshing is a common requirement for finite element analysis of complex assemblies of solid parts. However, the solid model assemblies provided as input for mesh generation often contain inaccuracies or sloppiness resulting in a lack of clean or clear interfaces between adjacent volumes. Without clear definitions of the interfaces between adjacent volumes it is very difficult to generate a conformal assembly mesh.
In some cases small modifications can be made to individual volumes in the assembly to improve the mating interfaces between volumes but in general this will not work because of the global nature of modifying B-rep models composed of non-facet based surfaces. As a result, most efforts to solve this problem have Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United States Department of Energys National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
been made in some kind of a faceted representation whether it is a faceted representation of the input solid model or in the generated mesh itself (if the mesh is tetrahedral). In either case, very local modifications can easily be made to the facets for the desired effect. The drawback, however, of going to a faceted representation is the loss of the ability to do subsequent Boolean-type solid modeling operations on the volumes of the assembly. For tetrahedral meshes this may not be necessary, but for all-hexahedral meshing there is often decomposition of the volumes that is required prior to applying meshing algorithms. Therefore, it is desirable to be able to define the interfaces between adjacent volumes required for a conformal mesh and still be able to do solid modeling operations on the volumes for decomposition.
This work describes a "tolerant imprinting" capability and supporting tools that allow the definition of a clean interface between adjacent volumes in an assembly without having to go to a faceted representation. The result is the ability to stay within the solid modeling engine representation throughout allowing downstream solid modeling operations such as volume decomposition.
Section 2 will discuss related work in this area. Section 3 will describe conformal assembly meshing. Section 4 will discuss the difficulties in generating conformal assembly meshes. Section 5 will describe imprinting and its role in facilitating conformal assembly meshes. Section 6 will describe the tolerant imprinting algorithm. Section 7 describes some tools for determining the appropriate tolerance to use when tolerant imprinting. Section 8 will give some examples.
Related Work
White et al. [1] presented an algorithm that facets the bounding curves of the original surfaces at the interface of two volumes and generates an intersection graph between the two sets of facets using a user-specified tolerance. The resulting intersection graph defines the topology of the interface surface(s). "Virtual geometry" is used to represent the resulting interface surfaces and appropriate imprints on those surfaces. One advantage that White's approach has in common with the authors' approach is that by modifying the geometry to be meshed (as opposed to meshing the geometry and then modifying the mesh to make it conformal) the modifications are done only once and then multiple mesh instances can be generated for the modified geometry as opposed to doing the modifications each time a mesh is generated. A drawback of White's approach is the inability to do solid modeling engine operations on the geometry after the "virtual geometry" is applied.
Chouadria and Veron [2] showed an approach that works on polyhedral assemblies. The interfaces between adjacent polyhedral volumes were automatically discovered given a user-specified tolerance and then appropriate interfaces were generated by imprinting the interface faces onto one another. The adjacent polyhedral volumes were finally stitched up to the generated interface to create a non-manifold assembly. Although a related work, it does not help solve the
